
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS BIG CAPITAL LETTERS

Capital letters are bigger and they generally have a different shape than The analysis of capital letters in the signature of
the individual.

But beyond his name and the fact that he worked there, I did not know anything about him. It might also mean
you're more likely to give into peer pressure. A low self-image is also revealed by a very small personal
pronoun I. Irregular writing: it presents great variations along the writing. It could be that they're lazy, happy
go lucky individuals, or [that they have] a deeper reason like depression. Within the world of instincts
sensuality, economy, material and practical matters of life are included. Capital letters may be varied. His
exaggerated fear of persecution makes him feel trapped and you might be his victim. The individual takes
distance. Handwriting Analysis Capital Letters Calligraphic capital letters: When capital letters are
calligraphic, that is to say they are executed the way we are taught during childhood, we infer that the writer
grants more importance to his superego than to his personal needs. Through the detailed study of the size or
dimension of letters, we determine the self-esteem of the individual, the way he faces life and the energy he
dedicates to the projects he starts. Assotiated to quickness or speed of strokes. Graphological analysis studies
the relationship between capitals and the rest of the letters. But remember that you must consider the entire
package when getting into a relationship. It means the individual tends to grant more value to appearances and
social status than to people. But, when its one of those daysâ€¦watch out! Remember: people are the sum of all
their parts. In fact, doctors and other professionals analyze handwriting all the time â€” because it really can
be that revealing. If you must deal with this Hell Trait, let him know you approve. He simply forgets what the
truth is! It adjusts to the module. Or, it could just mean you were in a hurry. Upon measuring the distance
between the two lines, this will provide an approximate measure of the size of writing. According to
graphology , all-caps writers are uncomfortable talking about their personal lives â€” at least in interpersonal
relationships. When the average body of writing is between 1. He is characterized by a conservative way of
perceiving and dislikes changes. We can measure one at a time in millimeters, following the inclination of
each letter, or the other way is to draw two lines. When a stressful situation arises, she withdraws into herself,
into her introverted personality.


